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SAS Caravelles at Kastrup,
Copenhagen
My first ever air travel was on the
SAS Caravelle which took me to
London Heathrow via Copenhagen
in August 1966, Flight # SK 507,
departing at 21.45 from ARN
Link to Le Caravelle Club
Photo: Bill Armstrong

SAS DC-9
One of my favourite airliner, the
DC-9 in the "real" colors of SAS, the
Viking theme. What a beautiful
airliner. Why don't they make
airliners with rear mounted engines
anymore. Only small regional
ones...
Photo: Erik Frikke

Boeing 747 in the air
This is the right element for a
jetliner - high above the ground, at
the right speed - 500-600 miles/h,
in the right airliner - Boeing 747
Photo: Ryan Efune

Thanks to

SAS Caravelle at Heathrow,
London
And here we are, at Heathrow, on
SAS, in a Caravelle. I remember the
almost frightening sound of the
Caravelle on descent to Bromma
airport passing over our house in
Stockholm in 1959. This was the
first time I had heard of such a
contraption, me beeing only 10
years old
Photo: Mel Lawrence

Concorde on final at Hong Kong
Concorde's coming back, Kai Tak
isn't. Enjoy this bygone view
Photo: Thomas Kwong

Seattle and Boeing
This is what you can see from a
Boeing 737 on approach from the
north to Seatac (Seattle Tacoma
International) at Seattle, home of
the Boeing Corp
My images from Seatac
Photo: Brian Hames
Thanks to

Linjeflyg Fokker F28
A familiar sight in Sweden for many
years at almost all airports.
Linjeflyg domestic airline, CEO Jan
Carlzon and the F28 Fellowship put
wings on the Swedes with low fares
and frequent flights. Red departure
meant a low fare flight - red was a
green light to fly
Link to my Linjeflyg page
Photo: Thomas Wallgren

Korean Boeing 747
This is one of the most fantastic
aviation sights to be seen - a Boeing
747 on approach and landing. You
just can't imagine the size of this
vehicle until you end up below her.
Wow! Is it a bird, is it Superman,
no, it is the Jumbo Jet!
Photo: John Sweeney

Now let's fly away
Hope you enjoyed this little journey
into the world of airliners. The best
of worlds, don't you think...
Photo: Erik Frikke

Thanks to

The aviation world, to airliner
manufacturers, to airlines. All those
who provide those beautiful and
exciting things for us to use and to
watch and to admire

(2001-Nov)
Go to http://www.arliners.net

All people who takes photographs of
airliners and provide them for us for
free. Do respect their copyright. I
merely provided thumb nails to
those fantastic images

Airliners. net, the most fantastic
web site for the airliner lover.
Images, discussion forums, news,
facts and figures.
For other providers of images and
videos and stuff about airliners, go
to my Avlinks page

